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Abstract: Legacy IPv4 networks are strenuous to manage and operate. Network operators are1

in need to minimize the capital and operational expenditure of running network infrastructure.2

The implementation of Software-defined networking (SDN) addresses those issues by minimizing3

the expenditure in the long run. Legacy networks need to integrate with the SDN networks for4

the smooth migration towards the fully functional SDN environment. In this paper, we compare5

the network performance of the legacy network with the SDN network for IP routing in order to6

determine the feasibility of the SDN deployment in the Internet Service provider (ISP) network.7

The simulation of the network is performed in the Mininet test-bed and the network traffic is8

generated using Distributed Internet Traffic Generator. Open network operating system is used9

as a controller for the SDN network in which SDN-IP application is used for IP routing. Round10

trip time, bandwidth, and packet transmission rate from both SDN and legacy networks are first11

collected and then the comparison is done. We found that SDN-IP provides better bandwidth12

and latency compared to legacy routing. The experimental analysis of interoperability between13

SDN and legacy networks shows that SDN implementation in production level carrier-grade ISP14

network is viable and progressive.15

Keywords: ISP; SDN; SDN-IP; legacy network; performance comparison16

1. Introduction17

Networks are organized groups of devices or nodes with communication links18

among them. Traditional IP networks are termed as legacy networks. In spite of the19

Worldwide use, the traditional network is complex and tedious to manage. Adding a20

new device or changing the network configuration is complex in traditional networking21

i.e. it should be done using low-level languages and rigid commands thus taking days22

and months for large networks. Thus, the expansion of the existing legacy network is23

quite expensive. However, the demand for the network is increasing rapidly. To meet24

those growing demands, numbers of running hardware should be increased and change25

should be made in software, which is costly.26

Manual configuration, inconsistent policies, and inability to scale are the major27

problems of the traditional IP networks. Vertical integration has made traditional IP28

networks more complex in its operation and management. Legacy devices have the29

control plane and data plane integrated into the same physical device. The data plane,30

also called the forwarding plane, is hardware unit whose job is to collect the network31

packets and forward them to the destination based on the routing table. Network policies32

are enforced in the control plane. The control plane determines how the packets in the33

data plane should be handled (eg. drop, reject, forward etc.).34
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In SDN, networks are controlled by SDN controllers and the applications on the35

top of controllers. The control plane and data plane are separated so that the network36

switch becomes simply a data plane forwarding device. The control logic is implemented37

in a logically centralized controller, which runs network operating system (NOS) that38

runs on commodity server hardware to provide necessary resources to facilitate the39

proper control and operation of data plane devices based on a logically centralized,40

abstract network view [1]. The logical centralization of the control logic makes it simply41

flexible and error-free policy deployment through high-level programming languages as42

an application programming interfaces (APIs), compared to low-level device-specific43

configurations frequently done in legacy networks. The controller provides the global44

view of the overall network that simplifies the development of more robust network45

functions, services, and applications. The resulting network is also programmable46

through software applications running on top of the controller OS that interacts with47

the underlying data plane devices. The APIs at controller can automatically react to48

spurious changes of the network state and maintain high-level policies intact [1].49

Though SDN implementation at datacenter network is popular, its proper im-50

plementation with the migration of legacy network at carrier grade ISP (CG-ISP) and51

telecommunication (Telcos) networks is becoming a central challenge for service providers52

due to the need of real time migration as well as higher cost of investment [2,3]. Addi-53

tionally, real time implementation of SDN in production networks is an ongoing research.54

Hybrid SDN is the only solution for the smooth migration of legacy ISP/Telcos network55

into SDN [4,5]. In this paper, we consider hybrid SDN implementation and routing56

performance evaluation by comparing the legacy routing and SDN routing with their57

interoperability through an experimental analysis using open network operating system58

(ONOS)/SDN-IP [6] and evaluate the viability of SDN implementation in ISP/Telcos59

networks.60

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background61

and related work in the field of SDN and legacy network integration. Section 3 presents62

the problem description of our research and the proposed method. We present the details63

about experimental setup, analysis, and evaluations in Section 4. Section 5 provides a64

summative discussion and future work, while the paper is concluded in Section 6.65

2. Background and Related Work66

Legacy network is less flexible to customized programming and is more vendor67

specific leading to higher dependency towards support, management, and operation. A68

better solution would be the implementation of SDN. In SDN, networks are controlled69

by software applications or SDN controllers. The separation of control and data plane70

operations in SDN simply transforms the network switches as a forwarding devices.71

New technology implementation cost is higher in terms of capital and operational72

expenditure (CapEX and OpEX) investment and the development of technical human73

resources (HR) to manage and operate those newer technologies for CG-ISPs and Telcos74

service providers. There are also certain implementation challenges with respect to75

management, availability of technological standards, and user interface provisioning76

while providing new technology-based services to customers during and after the77

network migration [7,8].78

Dawadi et al. [3,9–11] presented approaches for legacy network transformation79

to SDN and IPv6 networking so that service providers can smoothly plan for network80

transformation with optimised migration cost. Authors implemented IPv4/IPv6 routing81

in multi-domain SoDIP6 network using ONOS/SDN-IP.82

Same like traditional operating system, network operating system (NOS) provides83

the essential resources and abstractions to facilitate the programming of forwarding84

devices based on a logically centralized, abstract network view. The resulting network85

is also programmable through software applications running on top of the NOS that86

interacts with the underlying data plane devices. ONOS [12] is the robust and distributed87
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controller OS, which provides better solution to build next-generation SDN/NFV so-88

lutions. The need of Internet and Telcos service providers can simply be fulfilled by89

the introduction of ONOS to carrier-grade solutions that leverage the economics of90

white box merchant silicon hardware while offering the flexibility to create and deploy91

new dynamic network services with simplified programmatic interfaces [12]. ONOS is92

developed with set of other several applications that makes it flexible, modular, scalable93

in terms of both the architecture and the cluster, and distributed SDN controller. SDN-IP94

is one of the ONOS application developed to implement routing with external legacy95

networks using standard border gateway protocol (BGP) to enable interoperability with96

legacy routing. in ONOS/SDN-IP, the SDN can be treated as a single autonomous97

system (AS) and communicate simply with external AS as a traditional routing. SDN-IP98

integrated BGP and ONOS enables communication with external AS in the hybrid SDN99

so that SDN-IP behaves as a regular BGP speaker and uses its services to install and100

update the appropriate forwarding state in the SDN data plane devices.101

Friyanto [13] presented the use of multiple ONOS controllers in a cluster for high102

available services using ONOS/SDN-IP reactive routing. Efficient routing implementa-103

tions in the different aspects of wired and wireless SDN [14–17] are the primary concerns.104

But their implementations in production level have to be evaluated considering the105

smooth transition from legacy to hybrid SDN to pure SDN.106

There are many researches looking after the hybrid SDN implementations. For107

example, HARMLESS [18], Panopticon [19], RouteFlow [20], Fibbing [21], OSHI [22] are108

some of the attempts, but most of the researches are not in production level. Similarly, few109

researches dealt with the implementation of SDN in CG-ISP networks using ONOS/SDN-110

IP [6,23–25]. Our approach in this study is not scoped towards migration techniques,111

but we focused on the production level implementation of routing in hybrid SDN and112

its performance comparison with legacy network to measure the viability of transition113

towards pure SDN by implementing ONOS/SDN-IP.114

3. Problem Description and Proposed Method115

The overall structure of our experimental evaluation is based on the conceptual116

implementation architecture of ONOS/SDN-IP as depicted in Figure 1. All the external117

networks i.e. external autonomous system (AS) are supposed to be the legacy networks,118

directly connected with backbone transit AS, which is SDN based.119

Figure 1. Use case network of SDN integration with legacy networks [26]

A use case topology network as shown in Figure 2 is created in Mininet for experi-120

mental analysis in this study. For routing purpose, Quagga routing suite [27] is used at121

which BGP is implemented. For SDN integration with legacy network, ONOS controller122

is configured to implement BGP and SDN-IP with reactive routing enabled.123
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Figure 2. Experimental topology of SDN integrated with Legacy networks

A complete legacy network mimicking Figure 1 is created as shown in Figure 3,124

where BGP and OSPF are used for routing purpose. Each router is a virtual machine125

loaded with BGP and OSPF configuration. In the Figure 3, r5 is route reflector router126

[28] and r4, r3, r6, r7, and r8 are its client, whereas r4-r2 and r3-r1 are BGP peers.127

Figure 3. Use-case of legacy routing network

The SDN integrated legacy network and pure legacy network are chosen in the128

present study to analyze network performance. For comparison between them (hybrid129

SDN and legacy network), distributed internet traffic generator (D-ITG) [29], Packet130

InterNet Groper (PING), Iperf, and statistical rules are applied. Varying number and131

size of packets are created and transmitted from one host to another in each network132
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and corresponding delay, latency, and total packet transmission are observed. PING133

utility is used to check the network connectivity between host and server/host. In both134

networks, first, ping is used to ensure total communication in the network, then it is used135

for finding out RTT. We have used Iperf to determine the maximum bandwidths offered136

by the network. The compatibility and performance of SDN integration with the legacy137

network for multi-domain routing purpose is clearly depicted by statistical values and138

comparison techniques required for SDN and legacy network.139

Mininet emulated the hosts as a Linux machine. ONOS running on the same140

machine is used as an SDN controller. In order to run the SDN-IP application, following141

dependent application were activated.142

• OpenFlow [Southbound API]143

• Config [Network configuration]144

• ProxyARP [ARP like functionality with no flooding]145

• SDN-IP [BGP peering]146

After running those APIs, we can see the routes learned by ONOS, which can be147

seen using routes command on the ONOS console. In the legacy ASes, an eBGP router148

is connected with a single host. The SDN network in our proposed use case consists of149

a BGP border router, which acts as iBGP to SDN-IP and eBGP speaker to the external150

legacy networks. The BGP policies advertised by external network border routers will151

be received by the ONOS/BGP speakers in the transit SDN and re-advertised to other152

external legacy networks by SDN-IP as an iBGP peer. SDN-IP translates the best route153

policies into ONOS application intent request (AIR) and deployed into data plane devices154

as forwarding rules to route transit traffic into appropriate external networks. Internal155

BGP speakers were configured to use TCP port at 179 to communicate with other BGP156

speakers and TCP port at 2000 to send the route information to ONOS/SDN-IP instances157

and the external BGP speakers are connected to OpenFlow enabled switches.158

The BGP routers are emulated using Linux hosts in which Quagga routing suite159

is running. The BGP daemon of the Quagga routing suite is used for the BGP routers.160

Figure 2 shows SDN-IP implementation for an ISP network, where BGP speakers 10.0.1.1,161

10.0.2.1, and 10.0.2.101 are connected to OpenFlow switches. BGP speaker 10.0.1.101 is162

connected to ONOS. i.e SDN-IP. It advertises route information to SDN-IP using which163

the SDN network acts as a transit AS. BGP speakers 10.0.1.1 and 10.0.2.1 are connected164

to external AS. These speakers advertise routes to the AS to other BGP speakers. iBGP165

speaker 10.0.1.101 listens to these routes and sends it to SDN-IP. SDN-IP changes the166

known BGP routes to intents and ONOS turns the intents to OpenFlow entries. The167

OpenFlow entries are then deployed into the OpenFlow switches using OpenFlow168

protocol.169

Using D-ITG, UDP flows were generated with varying packet size and packet rate170

for 15 seconds. Two log files were generated for both the sender and receiver side.171

The log file generated at the receiver side contained values for different performance172

indicators such as delay, jitter, bit-rate, bytes received, packets dropped, and average173

loss-burst size. On decoding the log file, we get a stream of data containing these174

performance indicators. The values of these parameters are taken from the log file on175

receiver’s side.176

Multiple unidirectional flows were sent for fifteen seconds between pairs of hosts177

in turns by varying transmission rate and packet size to study the performance of the178

network under low and high load. The packet size were 512 and 1024 bytes and the179

packet transmission rates were varied to 100, 1000, and 3000 packets per second. These180

flows were sent in the traffic via UDP where each host acted both as a client and a server.181

Ultimately, log files of flows generated between 10 hosts in the SDN network were182

further processed to a CSV file using a python script. The D-ITG data samples generation183

snapshot is as shown in Figure 4.184
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Figure 4. Snapshot of a D-ITG output

Moreover, 468 data samples were generated. The bi-variate distribution of numeri-185

cal attributes can be observed in the pair plot shown in Figure 5. The pair-plot allows186

us to look at the diagonal distribution of the attributes, and on the non-diagonal linear187

relationship between the attributes, i.e. it is possible to identify, in which space the188

classes will be well separated from each other. Certain scatter plots that follow a clear189

linear pattern with an increasing slope can be seen, which shows that some conclusions190

can be drawn from our dataset. Such linear patterns are representation of dependencies191

among the attributes.192

The correlation of all the numerical attributes as a heat-map using Spear-man193

correlation coefficient is shown in Figure 6. It can be observed that average delay194

and average jitter are highly correlated with a Spear-man coefficient of 0.92. Similarly,195

bytes received, average bit rate, and average packet rate are highly correlated as well.196

Parameters, e.g. average delay and average packet rate can be observed to be negatively197

correlated with Spear-man coefficient of -0.75. These observed correlations were obtained198

as expected, which provide statistical significance to this experiment.199

4. Analysis and Evaluations200

This section aims to highlight the differences between the integrated SDN network201

and the legacy network by comparing them in terms of various performance indicators.202

Additionally, the performance of the integrated SDN network was further observed by203

taking note of the network quality of service (QOS) parameters defined.204

4.1. Comparison between SDN and legacy network205

In this section, we provide a comparative analysis of the use case network proposed206

as hybrid SDN and legacy network in terms of QoS parameters defined. The compar-207
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Figure 5. Pair-plot of Data set

ison is done by analysing the performance of both network topologies on the basis of208

bandwidth capacity, packet transmission rate and time required to transmit packet from209

source node to the destination node.210

4.1.1. Bandwidth211

The results of bandwidth capacity in both the SDN and legacy network is obtained212

by using ’Iperf ’ tool in Mininet. Here, we show the maximum bandwidth between hosts213

in neighbouring AS and within the same AS for both the SDN and the legacy network.214

In addition to that, maximum bandwidth when the hosts that use AS65000 or SDN as215

a transit network to connect is also shown. As shown in the Figure 7, the maximum216

bandwidth seems to be higher in the case of SDN network, which can highlights the217

ability of SDN to transfer more data per second compared to their legacy counterparts.218

It can also be seen that the maximum bandwidth is higher for nodes within AS65000219

or within the SDN compared to neighbouring AS or when AS65000 and SDN are used220

as a transit network.221

4.1.2. Packet transmission rate (PTR)222

We compared both topologies based on the PTR obtained by executing ’PING’ tool223

in Mininet. PTR for both topologies is shown in Figure 8 for source and destination hosts224

that use AS65000 or SDN network as transit network for varying number of packets.225
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Figure 6. Spear-man correlation heat-map

Figure 7. Bandwidth capacity for SDN and legacy network

The results for PTR obtained indicate that the total time taken by both network226

topologies for a given number of packets is almost equal. It is noted that both networks227

are active for same amount of time interval to execute the command.228
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Figure 8. PTR for AS65000/SDN as transit network

4.1.3. Round trip time (RTT)229

Next we compare the delay between nodes in each network. ’PING’ command was230

executed to obtain the RTT between the source and the destination nodes. The topologies231

were compared on the basis of the variance of RTT, and minimum and maximum values232

of RTT.233

RTT variance: here the standard deviation of values of RTT for both the topologies234

are plotted in a graph. This is done for source and destination nodes within an AS, in235

neighbouring AS, and when AS65000 and SDN network are used as transit networks.236

Figure 9. RTT Variance, (a) AS65000/SDN as Transit in SDN, and (b) in Legacy
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Figure 10. RTT Variance, (a) Within AS65000/SDN in Legacy, and (b) SDN

Figure 11. RTT Variance for Neighbouring AS of Legacy Network, (a) h1<->h3, (b) h1<->h4, (c)
h2<->h3, and (d) h2<->h4

Since, standard deviation is simply the average of how far each RTT value is from237

the mean RTT. It shows how variable the round trip time is overtime. Higher variability238

in RTT value results in a more unstable network. As shown in the plots of Figures 9a,b,239

10a,b,11a,b,c,d, and 12a,b,c,d, the standard deviation values with varying number of240

packets for SDN network is lesser than legacy network, which signifies that SDN can be241

more reliable and stable than their legacy counterparts.242

Maximum and minimum RTT: next the minimum and maximum values of RTT243

for both the topologies are plotted in a graph of Figures 13a,b,c,d, 14a,b,c,d, and 15a,b,c,d.244

This is done for source and destination nodes within an AS, in neighbouring AS, and245

when AS65000 and SDN network are used as transit networks.The traffic were captured246

at multiple rounds and more than one plots are provided in the Figures 13, 14, and 15.247

From the plots of Figures 13a,b,c,d, 14a,b,c,d, 15a,b,c,d, and 16a,b,c,d, it can be248

observed that for varying number of packets, the minimum and maximum values of249

RTT are lesser in SDN compared to that of legacy network. Higher RTT value signifies250

more time taken for transmission of packets that can affect the speed and reliability251

of the network. Thus, it can be concluded that routing in SDN using ONOS/SDN-IP252

performs much better than legacy network in terms of speed and reliability.253
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Figure 12. RTT variance for neighbouring AS of SDN, (a) h1<->h3, (b) h1<->h4, (c) h2<->h3, and
(d) h2<->h4

Figure 13. RTT variance between h2 and h1, (a)/(b) AS65000/SDN as transit in legacy, (c)/(d) RTT
Variance between h2 and h1 in SDN

5. Discussion and Future Work254

Virtualization features of SDN enables to have powerful APIs, which can be used255

to control many network functionalities with intelligence. The issues of backward256

compatibility of SDN with the legacy network enforces research communities to develop257

robust system for interoperability between SDN and legacy networks for smooth and low258

cost migration approaches. Hybrid SDN is the only solution to have smooth transition259
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Figure 14. RTT variance, (a)/(b) Within AS65000/SDN in Legacy, and (c)/(d) in SDN

Figure 15. RTT variance for neighbouring AS for Host h1, (a)/(b) in Legacy, and (c)/(d) in SDN

to pure SDN for service providers so that customers can get uninterruptible services260

during the migration period. SDN-IP is an ONOS application that is used to peer SDN261

networks with external networks on the Internet using the standard BGP so that service262

providers can run hybrid SDN in their existing network for migration initiation. SDN-IP263

controlled network acts as a transit AS that interconnects different legacy IP networks264

considering each external network as a different AS domain and interfaces with the SDN265

network through its BGP-speaking border routers.266
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Figure 16. RTT variance for neighbouring AS for host h2, (a)/(b) for Host h1 in legacy, and (c)/(d)
in SDN

In this study, an SDN integrated network was created with Mininet and experi-267

mental tests were done to ensure successful communication of the hosts in different268

ASes. The output of the tests show smooth transmission of data between hosts thus,269

providing testament to the possibilities of interoperability between two different net-270

working paradigms. A similar legacy network was also created and observed to note271

the difference in characteristics of an integrated SDN and legacy network.272

The comparison between legacy and SDN integrated network aimed at verifying273

the speculations of SDN performing better than legacy networks. By studying both274

the networks based on key performance indicators such as bandwidth capacity, packet275

transmission rate, and round trip time, it is observed that the performance of SDN276

network is much better than its legacy counterpart. Similarly, the exploratory data277

analysis of the values of QoS parameters collected from the network provided us with278

insights about the network.279

The scope of this experimental analysis was limited to IPv4 addressing network280

only. routing performance analysis with the networks enabled with IPv6 addresses281

could further help to establish the significance and prospects of SDN implementation282

with future networking technologies. Additionally, this study was limited to compare283

the performance of hybrid SDN and legacy network to determine the feasibility of284

migration of the legacy networks into SDN. Routing implementations over hybrid SDN285

with multiple controllers and their placement, large and varying number of data plane286

devices etc. could be the future works to reflect the situations of carrier grade large287

ISP networks when implemented into reality. A single instance of ONOS controller288

is used in the present study. Multiple instances can be run at the same time for high289

availability services. Multiple instances help in load balancing of the whole network and290

adds reliability to the network. Additionally, other available network controllers can be291

used to replicate the results for comparison in addition with ONOS.292

To give statistical significance to this experiment, correlation coefficients of the293

QoS parameters were determined. These values can be further utilized with artificial294

intelligence technologies or develop machine learning models or rules about the network.295

These insights can be useful in wide areas of applications such as traffic classification,296
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routing optimization, quality of service and quality of experience prediction, resource297

management, security enhancement, and many other purposes.298

6. Conclusions299

Implementation of SDN is the only solution meet the modern age communication300

requirements and to avoid the issues in legacy networks. The devices that support the301

SDN network use OpenFlow protocol. But the devices generally already in use these302

days do not support OpenFlow protocol. The replacement of the existing networking303

devices at once by the OpenFlow supporting devices is not feasible and hence, a phase-304

wise migration is the only feasible solution. The features of SDN are compelling enough305

to encourage the migration of larger networks of ISPs from Legacy to SDN. This research306

has aimed towards demonstration of successful integration of SDN networks with legacy307

networks to show the possibilities of smooth migration and interoperability. The test308

results shown are contributory to verify the seamless interoperability of legacy and SDN309

networks so that service providers can be confident towards the SDN implementation310

in their ISP and Telcos networks.The experimental analysis is also a testament to SDN-311

integrated networks performing better than traditional legacy networks based on QOS312

parameters viz. bandwidth, PTR, and RTT.313
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